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Abstract: The current study aims to investigate the influence of conditional and unconditional conservatism
on return on investment (ROI). This article is an applied and quasi-experimental research. It was being
conducted from 2007 to 2011 and 100 companies were chosen to test research hypotheses. Before testing the
research hypotheses, stationarity of data was assessed through the test statistics of Phillips-Perron and
Pasaran-Im-Shin. The obtained results indicated that all research variables were reliable. Arch test was utilized
to test the variance heteroscedasticity and as a result, the model’s variance homoscedasticity was confirmed.
Moreover, ML test was conducted and this conclusion was drawn that there was no autocorrelation in this
study. The achieved findings of Chow and Hausman tests indicated that fixed effects model should be applied
for estimating the research model and there was a positive significant relationship between conditional and
unconditional accounting conservatism and return on investment (ROI).
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INTRODUCTION conservatism improves the process of financial

Accounting conservatism is traditionally defined by in the U.S., England and other countries. Fransis and et al.
the adage “anticipate no profit, but anticipate all losses.” (2005) argued that based on accounting literatures, there
Basu (1977) defines conservatism as “the accountant’s are two types of conservatism which are conditional and
tendency to require a higher degree of verification to unconditional. The present study intends to assess the
recognize good news as gains than to recognize bad news impact of these two kinds of conservatism on ROI in listed
as losses.” Anticipating profits means recognizing profits companies on Tehran stock exchange [2].
before there is a verifiable legal claim to the revenues
generating those profits [1]. Conservatism does not imply Review of Literature: LaFond and Roychowdhury (2007)
that all revenue cash flows should be received before argued indicated that there is a positive association
profits are recognized; therefore, the issue of verifiability between financial reporting conservatism and firm
is of more importance. operations. On the other hand, as managerial ownership

Conservatism can be considered as a mechanism that increases, the severity of conservatism declines due to
permits better problem solving for agency problems and the same profits that both managers and shareholders
information asymmetry due to increasing gap between earn; therefore, there is a negative association between
managers and financiers. Owing to the considerable role financial reporting conservatism and managerial
of conservatism, accurate observation is needed to ownership in a firm [3].
appraise it in reporting. Conservatism is an essential Bauwhede (2007) investigated the impact of
feature of financial reporting which has been more conditional and unconditional conservatism on the cost
important, hence financial disclosures such as Anron and of debt. He found that the credit ratings of firms in
Worldcom. However, most of accountants agree with the industries with more conditional (unconditional)
concept of conservatism, but there is no clear definition conservatism are significantly more (less) favourable and
for this term. The main question is that whether thus  the  cost  of  debt  is  lower  (higher),  than  the credit

statements of not. Many researches have been conducted
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ratings of firms in industries with less conditional Second Hypothesis: There is an association between
(unconditional) conservatism. In addition, he discovered
a significantly negative relationship between conditional
and unconditional conservatism [4].

Garcia et al., (2009) assessed the existing relationship
between conditional conservatism and firm investment
efficiency. They concluded that eliminating conservatism
from accounting regulatory frameworks may lead to
undesirable economic consequences. They investigated
the relationship between conditional conservatism, firm
investment efficiency and firm risks and found that
increased disclosure and higher quality financial reporting
mitigates information asymmetry problems and agency
costs [5].

Chen et al., (2010) examined the association between
borrower (firm) and lender (bank) state ownership and
accounting conservatism. They classified firms into two
types of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and non-state-
owned enterprises (NSOEs) and concluded that firms that
borrow from commercial state-owned banks (SBs) exhibit
more conservative accounting than firms that borrow from
policy SBs and firms adopt more conservative accounting
as they get more loans from banks with foreign ownership
or exclusively foreign banks. It should be mentioned
though that the results of these analyses are to some
extent sensitive to alternative measures of accounting
conservatism [6].

Fan and Zhang (2012) studies the effect of
aggregation and conservatism on accounting information
quality. The findings of their study demonstrated that
conservatism increases accounting information quality
[7].

Saghafi and Sadidi (2007) assessed the impact of
conservatism on the quality of dividend and stock yield.
In their study, they represented dividend index on the
basis of conservatism index as an indicator for predicting
the stock yield. The obtained results indicated that
economic unit can improve the quality of dividend by
choosing an appropriate and consistent accounting
conservatism method and changing the investments in
opening assets. In these units, if investments increase,
reported dividend decreases (in proportion to expected
dividend) and contrariwise, if investment changes are
temporary, reported dividend increase or decrease will be
temporary too [8].

Research Hypotheses
First Hypothesis: There is an association between
conditional conservatism and ROI.

unconditional conservatism and ROI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Target Population and Companies’ Selection: All
companies which have been listed on Tehran stock
exchange since 2007 or before that.

Among listed companies, several have been omitted
due to the lack of following characteristics:

Financial year of the firm ended in March. 
No change of financial year has happed during the
period of administering the research.
The firm has participated actively during the period
of administering the research.
Needed data are in access.
Investment company or mediation office is not
financial.

Finally, 100 companies were chosen among listed
companies on Tehran stock exchange as the target
population of the research. Like other accounting
researches, Quasi-experimental method has been applied
in the present study.

Data  Collection  and  Analysis: The current study is a
desk  research  in  which  library  sources have been
applied to collect data. And then, chosen companies on
stock exchange have been assessed based on their
financial statements, explanatory notes and through
applying  some  software  such  as Danasahm,
Tadbirpardaz  and  DVDs  of financial information related
to companies on stock exchange. Data analysis and
hypotheses testing have been conducted by using
software Eviews7.

Hypotheses Test: Panel data analysis was used to
estimate research models. Researchers apply panel data
analysis when they cannot assess issues through times
series or cross-sectional data, or when the obtained data
are not sufficient.

The hypotheses were also appraised through linear
regression model. The most important ones were related
to variance heteroscedasticity of the disruption model’s
variables, autocorrelation among disruption variables,
linear and non-linear correlation of independent variables
in regression model.
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Arch test was utilized to assess the model’s variance than 5%, this conclusion could be drawn that they were
heteroscedasticity; DW and LM tests were also used to not normal; therefore, Spearman correlation was used to
recognize autocorrelation among disruption variables. explain correlation among the data.
Moreover, stationarity of data was assessed through the
test statistics of Phillips-Perron and Pasaran-Im-Shin. Spearman Correlation Coefficient: Table 3 demonstrates

Research Model: The following regression model was of the study show that there is a positive significant
applied to test the hypotheses: correlation between unconditional conservatism and ROI;

ROE  = +  Mb  +  RET  * Rd  +  BETA  +  LEV conditional conservatism and ROI. There is also a positivet 0 1 t 2 t t 3 t 4 t

+  SIZE  +£ correlation between BETA, LEV and SIZE and ROI, but it5 t

ROI : Return of investment a positive correlation with unconditional conservatism
MB : Unconditional conservatism (market value and a negative correlation with conditional conservatism.

divided by shareholders’ equity)
RET *DR : Conditional conservatism (calculated Unit Root Test: Before data analysis and hypotheses test,t t

through Basu model) variables’ reliability has been assessed. Reliability refers
BETA : Each comapany’s beta (obtained through to the consistent amount of mean and variance for all

the pricing model of capital asset) variables in different years. Thus, no spurious regression
LEV : Ratio of leverage (total liabilities divided by will be caused. The obtained results from Pasaran-Im-Shin

total assets) and  Phillips-Perron  tests  have been shown in Table 4.
SIZE : Natural logarithm of the market value of Due to the fact that probability is less than 5% in all

shareholders’ equity variables, they can be considered reliable.

Research Results Variance Heteroscedasticity Test: Arch test was utilized
Descriptive Statistics: Descriptive statistics include to estimate variance heteroscedasticity whose results can
mean, median, standard deviation, maximum and minimum be seen in Table 5. The achieved findings indicate that
for all studied variables in the research. ROI’s mean is considering the amount of F and significance level which
46%, this variable is nowadays an essential index for is more than 5%, null hypotheses (H ) is confirmed. Thus,
evaluating managerial performance in a company and model’s variance homoscedasticity is verified.
researchers have recently shown great interest in
studying in this field. Unconditional conservatism equals Collinearity Test: In the present study, LM and DW tests
2.65 and conditional conservatism equals -0.007. Ratio of were used to examine the collinearity. DW test’s results
liabilities’ mean is 70% which indicates the reality that were represented accompanied with hypotheses test’s
many companies apply financial facilities to provide their findings. Moreover, LM test was applied to be sure about
assets. the obtained findings which are shown in Table 6. If all

ROI: return of investment, MB: unconditional variables of disruption model have correlation with each
conservatism (market value divided by shareholders’ other, their coefficient will be considered unbiased and
equity), DR*RETURN: conditional conservatism inefficient. Regarding the amount of F and significance
(calculated through Basu model), BETA: each level which is more than 5%, this conclusion can be drawn
comapany’s beta (obtained through the pricing model of that in the research model, there is no correlation for
capital asset), LEV: ratio of leverage (total liabilities disruption model’s variables; therefore, the results of
divided by total assets), SIZE: natural logarithm of the hypotheses test will be efficient.
market value of shareholders’ equity.

Normality Test: Data normality was examined through Diagnostic Tests in Synthetic Data: Chow and Hausman
Jargue-Bera  test  whose  results  can  be  observed in tests were used to determine the applied model in
Table 2. Owing to the fact that probable error was less synthetic data.

Spearman correlation among research variables. Findings

and there is negative significant correlation between

is not significant. Furthermore, BETA, SIZE and LEV have

0

Fitness of the Model
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics of research variables
Variable Mean Median Maximum Minimum Standard deviation
ROI 0.46 0.34 4.64 0.001 0.56
MB 2.65 1.69 48.29 0.03 4.04
DR*RETURN -0.007 -0.07 10.06 -1.48 0.89
BETA -1.44 -1.89 100.07 -98.69 39.23
LEV 0.71 0.66 6.79 0.09 0.47
SIZE 5.41 5.32 7.39 3.93 0.61

Table 2: Data normality test
ROI MB DRRETURN BETA LEV SIZE

Jargue-Bera 9827.55 64431 18816 1.96 170793 14.91
Probability 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Table 3: Spearman correlation coefficients among research variables
Variable ROI MB DRRETURN BETA LEV SIZE
ROI 1
MB *0.54 1
DRRETURN 0.02 *-0.21 1
BETA 0.05 **0.09 -0.02 1
LEV -0.02 *0.07 *-0.17 0.03 1
SIZE *0.36 *0.38 *-0.01 *-0.11 *-0.16 1

Table 4: Unit root test
Pasaran-Im-Shin test Phillips-Perron test
-------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------

Variables Statistic Probability Statistic Probability
ROI -13.95 0.000 -22.14 0.000
MB -13.51 0.000 -22.42 0.000
DRRETURN -22.31 0.000 -22.32 0.000
BETA -10.91 0.000 -19.21 0.000
LEV -20.42 0.000 -20.42 0.000
SIZE -18.61 0.000 -18.57 0.000

Table 5: Variance heteroscedasticity test

Variable F Significance level

Arch test 3.06 0.08

Table 6: Model’s collinearity test

Variable F Significance level

LM test 2.55 0.08

Chow Test: Chow test determines the application of fixed
effect  model  versus  data  integration (synthetic data).
The hypotheses of this test can be explained in the
following manner:

H : Pooled Model0

H : Fixed Effect Model 1

Null hypothesis is based on bound values, but
hypothesis  1  is  on  the  basis  of  unbound  values.
Chow equation can be written according to the sum of
bound and unbound values’ square:

The  amount  of  F in the aforementioned equation is
N-1 and NT-N-K. If bound F is less than F (in the table),
it will be considered significant; therefore, null
hypotheses will be rejected and fixed effect model is
chosen, otherwise, synthetic data model will be applied
[9].

Hausman Test: Hausman test determines the application
of fixed effect model versus random effect model. This test
is estimated based on presence or absence of association
between regression error; it also formed independent
variables of the model. It such association exists, random
effect model will be applied and if such association does
not exist, fixed effect model will be used. Null hypothesis
proves non-existence of any relationship between
independent variables and estimation error, but
hypothesis 1 shows the existence of a relationship:
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Table 7: Chow test results
Variables Test Statistic (equation) Significance level Results
Chow test F 3.8 0.02 Fixed effect model

Table 8: Hausman test results
Variable Test Statistic (equation) Significance level Results
Hausman test F 12.49 0.01 Fixed effect model

Table 9: Results of research model’s test

ROE  =  + MB  +  RET  * Rd  + BETA  + LEV  + SIZE  +£t 0 1 t 2 t t 3 t 4 t 5 t

Variable Coefficient t-statistic Probability

C 0.07 1.51 0.13
MB 0.06 18.83 *0.000
DR*RETURN 0.02 4.82 *0.000
BETA 0.0005 4.77 *0.000
LEV -0.4 -1.52 0.12
SIZE 0.03 4.17 *0.000
Adjusted R-squared 0.55
F-statistic 32.12
Prob (F-statistic) 0.000
D.W 1.55 rejected and there is a significant positive relationship
*significant at the error level of 1% between conditional and unconditional accounting

H : Random Effect0

H : Fixed Effect 1

Chow  Test  Results:  Chow  test results are shown in
Table 7. The amount of F and level of significance for the
research model reject the null hypothesis. In other words,
there are individual and group effects and fixed effect
model should be applied for model estimation.

Hausman Test Results: The results of Hausman test are
indicated in Table 8. In this table, significance level of F is
less than  5%,  so  null hypothesis (random effect model)
is rejected. As a result of Chow and Hausman tests, fixed
effect model should be used for fitness of the model.

Results of Model Test and Research Hypotheses: The
obtained results of model test are represented in table 9.
The amount of F and significance level can be considered
as indications of the model’s significance for hypothesis
testing. Research hypotheses can be explained in the
following manner:

First Hypothesis: There is an association between
conditional conservatism and ROI.

H : There is no association between conditional0

conservatism and ROI.
H : There is significant association between conditional1

conservatism and ROI.

Second Hypothesis: There is an association between
unconditional conservatism and ROI.

H : There is no association between unconditional0

conservatism and ROI.
H : There is a significant association between1

unconditional conservatism and ROI.

The results of Durbin-Watson test showed that there
is no autocorrelation between disruption model’s
variables, thus both H s are confirmed and H s are1 0

conservatism and ROI. In addition, there is a positive
significant association between BETA and ROI and there
is a negative insignificant relationship between LEV and
ROI. Finally, SIZE is a positive significant impact on ROI.

CONCLUSION

Accounting conservatism can accelerate the process
of recognizing the elements which can decrease the firm’s
profitability and decelerate recognizing the elements
which can increase the firm’s profitability. It makes the
firm capable of predicting future at the present time,
decreases profit stability and imposes some expenses on
potential and actual investors due to improper decision
makings. As a result, it is suggested that the users of
financial reporting pay more attention to this issue when
making decision. Two indexes of conditional and
unconditional accounting conservatism were applied and
it was verified that these indexes have a positive
significant association with return on investment (ROI);
therefore, studying these indexes are of considerable
importance which can improve economic decisions and
enhance investors’ profitability. The following
recommendations can be helpful to conduct future
researches:

It is suggested to appraise the impact of conditional
and unconditional accounting conservatism on other
indexes of evaluating managers such as value added,
economic value added, market value added, etc.
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It is suggested to assess the influential factors in 5. Garcia Lara, J.M., B.G. Osma and F. Penalva, 2009.
conditional and unconditional accounting "Conditional Conservatism and Firm Investment
conservatism. Efficiency", :http//www.ssrn.com.
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